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1 Abstract

According to [1], the road traffic can be divided into three categories in terms of human driver’s responsibility:
navigation, guidance and control. In this work, we focus on the guidance level in the high risk scenarios,
which is responsible for the output of desired trajectory and/or speed. First, We take the approach of
implementing deep imitation learning to obtain the driver agent model using data generated by predefined
dominant control law. Then, reinforcement learning is applied to find the policy in high risk scenarios via
switching control model considering both efficiency and safety.

2 Introduction

The autonomous driving technology grows rapidly recent years. However, the high risk scenario, where a
potential accident is likely to happen, could not be tackled well since the action need to be changed corre-
spondingly with other drivers. Hence, the agent may need to change actions significantly to stay safe.

According to the recent studies [2] [3], the reinforcement learning (RL) and imitation learning (IL) are two
dominant approaches for autonomous driving in learning actions. Reinforcement learning is applied to learn
the driving policies which maximize the reward function and imitation learning tries to learn the behavior
from expert, i.e. behaviour cloning. One shortcome of RL is that it need to fully explore the environment
while the IL requires large amount of expert demonstrations data. Both approaches are not suitable for
rapid transition of action since the action learned is continuous. Our approach intend to combine RL and
IL approaches to allow the driving agent switch actions accordingly to achieve safety requirement in near-
accident scenario.

First, we obtain driver agent models using deep imitation learning. The input to our algorithm is the dataset
generated from CARLO simulation containing the 4-D observation (location of the ego vehicle, velocity of
the ego vehicle, location of other vehicle with noise and velocity of other vehicle with noise), control input
(steering and throttle) and driving mode indicator. We then use Conditional Imitation Learning (CoIL) [4]
to output a predicted control input given observation and driving mode indicator.

The basic environment setup used is CARLO [4] to perform 2D driving simulation. Two different high risk
scenarios including cross traffic and wrong direction are tested. Different driving modes are evaluated based
on completion time and collision rate.
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3 Related work

Imitation learning (IL) is one of the popular methods. Muller implement behavior cloning IL to solve off-
road obstacle avoidance [5]. The algorithm learns driving policy which consist of state-action pairs from
the dataset. One drawback is they suffer from the generalization of unpredicated behavior subject to new
test domain. Also it requires a huge amount of expert demonstrations and lead to low data efficiency. [6]
Codevilla proposed a method called Conditional Imitation Learning (CoIL) which extends IL with high-level
commands, as shown in Figure 1 [7]. It learns separate IL models for each high-level commands and some
features are shared between different learned IL models. It improves data efficiency but it requires high level
commands at test time. Our approach proproses to solve this problem using reinforcement learning to learn
agent providing the high-level commands instead of using commands provided from drivers.

Figure 1: Network architecture of CoIL

Reinforcement learning (RL) is one main approach applied in autonomous driving [2]. It explores the
environment first and then take actions in each state which maximize the pre-defined reward. One short
come is that the state space in driving scenario is very large, which makes it hard to fully explore. According
to [8], Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning is proposed to solve this problem. It consist of multiple layers.
The higher layer acts like a manager to give goal for lower layers and lower layer acts like worker to achieve
the goal. It improves the exploration efficiency. Finally, Nair extend this Hierarchical RL to use expert
demonstrations to obtain the high level commands for the exploration of RL [9]. However, all the algorithms
could not address the problem at near-accident scenario since it is difficult to design the low-level reward
function for Hierarchical RL. Instead of using RL to learn the low-level policy, our approach first use IL to
obtain the low-level policy. Then we use RL to obtain the high-level commands.

4 Dataset and Features

The dataset we used for the low-level IL training is obtained from the CARLO simulation for two different
driving scenarios [4]. For the first cross traffic scenario as shown in Fig 2a, we collect the expert demonstra-
tions from three different driving modes (timid, aggressive, normal) in simulation. The control policies for
the ego car for different driving modes are pre-defined based on time to collision (TTC) and time to entering
intersection of both ego and ado cars according to [10]. The dataset for scenario 1 contains observations
(including location of the ego vehicle, velocity of the ego vehicle, location of other vehicle with noise and
velocity of other vehicle with noise); action (throttle) from the control policies and one indicator which
indicates the specific driving mode.

For the second wrong direction scenario as shown in Fig 2b, the expert demonstration data is generated
similarly using two different driving modes (timid, aggressive) in simulation. The observation space is 5D
with additional observation of ado vehicle location. The control policy for the two driving modes are defined
similarly as in scenario 1. Except for TTC, we calculate a predicted collision point based on ado car’s
heading, location and velocity. The composition of this dataset is similar to the dataset of scenario 1. The
steering control is set to be zero since the ego car is moving in a lane. The vehicle is assumed to be a point
mass in the simulation. Roughly 85% data is used for training examples and 10% data is used for validation
examples and 5% data is used for test examples for the CoIL training.

Implementation code can be found at https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project

https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project


5 Methods

The main method is firstly trying to learn different driving mode using CoIL from the dataset described
before. We defined three main driving modes according to [10], timid mode, normal mode and aggressive
mode. These three modes are defined by evaluating the driving risk which is based on time for the following
car to reach the preceding car and predicted time to collision. The timid driving mode have low driving
risk and it tends to keep low velocity and large gap with other car. The aggressive driving mode has high
driving risk and tends to keep high velocity and small gap with other cars. The normal driving mode behaves
neutrally between these two modes.

Deep neural network is used to learn the driving model using Conditional Imitation Learning (CoIL). Ac-
cording to [7], the input to the neural network is the observation of the vehicle in the simulated scenario. The
output is the action (steering and throttle). An additional command which is used to determine the driving
mode is provided. CoIL allow us to train models which can be switched given the high-level commands.

Then the high-level agent which gives the commands to switch the different low-level agent obtained from
CoIL before is trained using Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) RL algorithm [11]. PPO alternate between
sampling data through interaction with the environment, and optimizing a novel objective function according
to [11]. The novel objective achieves a way to do a Trust Region update which is compatible with Stochastic
Gradient Descent, and simplifies the algorithm by removing the KL penalty and need to make adaptive
updates. The environment used to train RL is CARLO for two different scenarios.

6 Experiments/Results/Discussion

The preliminary experiments are done using the scenario proposed in [4]. The experiments are conducted in
two different scenarios:

(1) the first scenario is characterized by a ego car which is approaching a crossroad while ado car (simulated
by computer using pre-defined control law) is also approaching (figure 2a), which is called the intersection
scenario. For this scenario, there are overall three control mode dominating ago car: aggressive, normal and
easy. In the aggressive mode, the ado will perform in a way that will generally have higher speed and are
more likely to collide with ego car, while in the easy mode the collision is prevented. The normal mode is
designed in a way that the completion time and collision rate are both between aggressive mode and normal
mode. All three mode are hard coded control laws.
(2) The second scenario is simulating the situation where the ado car is driving in the opposite direction
towards the ego car, as shown in figure 2b. For this scenario, there are only two mode: aggressive and timid.

The simulator used in this experiment is CARLO, a customized 2D driving simulator that involves simple
dynamic model and visualizations. CARLO can handle 2D simulation with fast implementation in perception
and measurement data.

We assume a point-mass dynamic model in this scenario, and no other obstacle in the scenario. Considering
safety and efficiency, a test is defined as success when ego car reaches the target under a certain amount of
time without colliding into the ago car or other environment. The data we used are composed of two parts:
first part is provided by Erdem Bıyık, which is associated with the paper [1]; second part is generated by
hard coded control laws in the gym environment.

For both scenarios, the observations are: ego car’s location and velocity, ado car’s location and velocity. The
only difference between scenario 1 and 2 is in scenario 1, the dimension of ego car’s location is one (because
ego car only drives in a straight line), while in scenario 2, the ego car’s dimension is two. The observation
along with higher level command (timid or aggressive) is fed into neural network to obtain a policy that
minimizes the loss function defined by the difference between the ego car and expert behaviors.

Implementation code can be found at https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project

https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project


(a) Scenario1 (ego car: red, ado car: blue) (b) Scenario2 (ego car: red, ado car: blue)

Figure 2: Scenario illustration

(a) Scenario 1 collision rate (b) Scenario 1 completion rate

Figure 3: Scenario 1 experiments results

The results of scenario 1 is shown in Figure 2a. As for now, for conditional imitation learning, we have
three results: ”COIL-aggressive”, ”COIL-middle” and ”COIL-timid”. ”Aggressive”, ”Timid” and ”Normal”
stand for the testing result of hard coded control policies before CoIL and RL. ”Random” shows the result
of policy combining three control modes randomly. Finally, ”RL-2 mode” and ”RL-3 mode” are the results
of using reinforcement learning when there are two control modes for selection (aggressive and timid), and
there are three control modes for selection (aggressive, middle and timid).

First, let’s compare the results of imitation learning and hard coded policy. In terms of the collision rate,
there is not much difference between normal and CoIL-normal or timid and CoIL-timid. The collision rate
for aggressive is 0.9 while for CoIL-aggressive is 0.24. When it comes to the completion time, the trend is
exactly on the opposite side. This is partly because if the ego car wants to behave aggressively, it will have
a comparatively higher speed, which will result in less time and a higher collision rate. It is no surprising
that the timid mode has the longest completion time, while the aggressive mode has the lowest completion
time.

A random policy also is included for later comparison with results from reinforcement learning. It can be
seen that the collision rate and completion time are in the middle of three hard code policy, which makes
sense because random policy chooses three modes with equal probability, and the model is closely related to
the ego car action, which is throttle in this case.

Implementation code can be found at https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project
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Finally, results of RL-2 mode and RL-3 mode show that the reinforcement learning actually achieves a good
balance in choosing modes. Both RL results have a lower completion time and lower collision rate than the
random one, which shows that RL policies can effectively choose the modes according to the observation.
Although RL’s collision rate is not as low as the timid one, the completion time has reduced by 5.21s and
8.32s respectively. It worth to mention that the result of RL is closely related to the penalty/reward when
there is a collision. This finding also verifies the results provided by the paper [4]. What’s more is the
difference between choosing from 2 driving modes and 3 driving modes. From our study, we find that there
is a obvious improvement of the completion time between 2 and 3 driving modes, while the collision rate of 3
driving mode is 0.1, which is higher than 2 driving mode: 0.02. This finding is interesting because it suggests
that first training with more driving mode. However, this study only compares the results from 2 to 3 driving
mode, whether more modes (greater than 3) will contributes to lower completion time is still remain to be
discovered. Also, all those results are based on 2D simulation CARLO and point mass physical model, more
work should be done using real car kinematic and dynamic model, such as in CARLA environment [12].

(a) Scenario 2 collision rate (b) Scenario 2 completion rate

Figure 4: Scenario 2 experiments results

The results of scenario 2 is shown in figure 4. For this scenario, we only train the RL policy in 2 driving
mode. The overall performance of RL policy is similar to what we have seen in scenario 1. The completion
time of RL-2 mode is about the same as the random policy, but the collision rate of RL-2 mode is much
lower than random one (from 0.11 to 0.24).

7 Conclusion/Future Work

In summary, we can draw a conclusion that the approach - first using conditional imitation learning to learn
driving model from expert, then training a high level policy using reinforcement learning does a great job in
two scenarios. Although two scenarios shown in this project is rather simple and there are some assumptions
in the simulation, this does shed light on the application of CoIL-RL in more complicated scenario where
the motion planning of the vehicle is challenging due to the environment. However, there are still some work
remain to be done. First, more high risk scenarios including halting car, merge, unprotected Turn can be
used to evaluate the performance of different driving model and switching techniques. Second the simulation
can be done in CARLA [12] where the physical model is more realistic. Finally, the expert data can be
obtained from real drivers instead of hard coded policy.

Implementation code can be found at https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project
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8 Contributions

1. Test and write hard coded policy
2. Generate data for scenario 1 and 2
3. Train policy for each driving mode using imitation learning
4. Train policy combining 2 or 3 driving modes using CoIL
5. Train reinforcement learning using DQN and PPO
6. Test and evaluate the results.
All team members contributes equally to this project.

Implementation code can be found at https://github.com/JiaqiaoZhang/CS229_Final_Project
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